NO SELVES
TO DEFEND
A Legacy of Criminalizing
Women of Color for Self-Defense

they won’t ask where we were
By Rachel White Domain
for the so many women who are incarcerated for fighting back
to protect their lives and
their children’s lives
we have to ask
where we were
when whatever happened,
happened
that they had to make that choice
we have to ask that question because that’s not the question they are asking
in a court of law
they’ll ask where was she
they’ll ask if she was a good girl (otherwise)
how long she took it for
they’ll ask whether it was bad enough
get out a ruler and measure the inches she was to the edge of the cliff
they’ll look over at the rocks and dust kicked over the edge in the struggle
and consider
how far down it is
she probably would have survived, they might say
she could have taken it a little longer
and maybe they’ll keep her in a cage
which is where they keep fierce life-loving freedom-fighting women
in worlds where they don’t think
we should all get
to be safe and free
*This (fictional) poem was inspired by my friend who is currently incarcerated in Chicago. I
wrote it on the morning of her first day of trial.

Introduction
By Mariame Kaba
Rachel White Domain’s poem is a fitting introduction to this
publication. She asks us to put ourselves in the shoes of women
who have been and are criminalized for defending themselves
against unrelenting violence.
“for the so many women who are incarcerated for fighting back
to protect their lives and
their children’s lives
we have to ask
where we were
when whatever happened,
happened”
It’s a call for community accountability and for community action.
It’s a call for us to reject and remake an unjust criminal legal system that punishes survivors for the act of surviving.
Over a hundred years ago, in 1913, Mary Wilson was charged
with murder. She was arrested in February in San Antonio, Texas
for killing a trooper named Olaf Olson. The authorities say that
she confessed. Mary was held without bail. She said that the
soldier threatened her. She tried to flee to a friend’s home but
Olson followed her and he grabbed her. Mary was scared. She
thought that “he intended to do her bodily injury.” Mary “drew
a revolver and shot him.” It was self-defense. But she was caged
because she was black and a woman living in Texas at the turn
of the 20th century. For a black woman, mere flesh is not a self.
And for centuries, black women have had no selves to defend.
This incident is documented by Rev. Elijah Clarence Branch in
a book titled “Judge Lynch’s Court in America.” History is
replete with stories of women (particularly of color) who were
precluded from invoking self-defense in the face of violence.
In fact, too many have been and are criminalized for protecting
themselves. Marissa Alexander’s story is part of this unfortunate
and unjust legacy.
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This publication is a short primer that puts the case of Marissa
Alexander in historical context. Some of the stories featured will
be familiar and others less so. The gorgeous original art in this
publication brings each story to life.
I conceived this project as a way to raise needed funds for
Marissa’s legal defense and also as a tool for continued awareness-raising about ongoing struggles against oppression.
Many people came together on short notice to make this
happen. Thank you seems too little to convey my gratitude for
their contributions to this project. My profound appreciation to
William Anderson, Micah Bazant, Alisa Bierria, Molly Crabapple,
Billy Dee, Bianca Diaz, Rachel Domain-White, Rachel Galindo,
Sam Hsieh, Victoria Law, Lex Non Scripta, Caitlin Seidler, Andy
Smith, Mychal Denzel Smith, Ariel Springfield, Emily Thuma, and
Lewis Wallace. Thanks also to Traci Schlesinger and Olivia St.
Clair for providing an extra set of eyes for copy editing.
We are all hoping that Marissa will be exonerated in her upcoming trial this July. We want justice for all people who are criminalized for defending themselves. And some of us hope for an end
to prisons too.
In peace and solidarity,

Mariame Kaba
Founder & Director, Project NIA & Member of the Chicago Alliance to Free Marissa Alexander
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Artist: Cristy C. Road
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Marissa Alexander
By Mychal Denzel Smith

Artist: Molly Crabapple
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Marissa Alexander was just trying to save her life.
In August 2010, nine days after giving birth to a new daughter,
this Jacksonville, Fla. resident was confronted by her abusive
husband. He found text messages in her phone, messages she
had exchanged with her previous husband. She was trapped in
the bathroom, called names, and told “If I can’t have you, nobody going to have you.” She feared for her life. When she was
able to get free, she went into her garage, obtained her firearm,
and fired a warning shot into the wall in an attempt to scare off
this abusive man. The bullet hit no one. No person was harmed.
She was afraid. She wanted it to stop.
Marissa was just trying to save her life. Florida prosecutors and a
“jury of her peers” didn’t see it that way. In May 2012, after less
than twelve minutes of deliberation, they convicted her of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. Due to Florida’s mandatory
minimum sentencing laws, she received a twenty year prison
sentence. She would not be released until she was well into her
50s, missing the entirety of her youngest daughter’s life, as well as
the adolescence and young adulthood of her older twins.
All because she was trying to save her life.
Marissa’s case gained widespread national attention in the wake
of the murder of Trayvon Martin, as the controversial “Stand
Your Ground” law came under intense scrutiny. Marissa attempted to claim immunity under the law, but was denied. Her claims
of self-defense were met with stiff opposition, the sick irony being that “Stand Your Ground” has been heralded by defenders
of the law as a protection for women in abusive relationships.
But it failed to protect Marissa.
For over a year, an intense online and on-the-ground campaign
worked for Marissa’s freedom. Eventually, Marissa’s sentence was
overturned during her appeal and she was granted a new trial.
She was released from prison, on bond, on Thanksgiving Day
2013. But her fight continues. Not only will she be retried in July,
she now faces up to sixty years in prison.
But she was just trying to save her life. Like so many Black women, Marissa is now finding out that this system doesn’t believe
she has a life worth saving.
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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Lena Baker
By Lewis Wallace

Artist: Bianca Diaz
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“She never had a chance, in her life,” said biographer Lena
Bond Phillips, speaking to NPR in 2005. Lena Baker was born to
a sharecropper family in 1900 in rural southwest Georgia. Like
most Black women in the region, she worked constantly to support her family, cleaning and doing laundry for white people.
In 1943 in Cuthbert, Georgia, she began working for a white
man named Ernest Knight as his nurse while he recovered from
an injury. The job devolved into a living nightmare as she was
beaten and abused by his son. Some versions of the story say
Baker was in a sexual relationship with Ernest Knight, but it’s not
clear the relationship was consensual. Increasingly, Baker—who
had three children of her own—was confined to Knight’s grist
mill for days on end.
In August, 1944, Knight dragged her out of her house, locked
her up in the mill, and went to church. When he came back,
the two fought, and the tussle ended with her fatally shooting
Ernest Knight. Baker turned herself in.
After a 4-hour trial before a jury of 12 white men, she was sentenced to death by electric chair. Her court-appointed defense
attorney abandoned the case shortly after, and she was killed
within months and buried in an unmarked grave. She is the only
woman killed by electric chair in Georgia.
On the witness stand, Lena Baker defended herself: “What I
done, I did in self-defense, or I would have been killed myself.
Where I was I could not overcome it. God has forgiven me. I
have nothing against anyone...I am ready to meet my God. I
have a very strong conscience.”
In 2005, 60 years after her death, Baker was posthumously pardoned by the state of Georgia.
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Inez Garcia
By Lewis Wallace

Artist: Bianca Diaz
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Inez Garcia’s trial was a watershed for the feminist anti-violence
movement. A stark example of the re-victimization of rape survivors by the criminal legal system, her imprisonment and appeal
struck a chord with feminist and Chicano activists in California and
around the world.
In 1974, Inez Garcia was thirty years old. Her husband, a Cuban
exile and activist, was in prison, and she had moved from New
York to Soledad, California with their son to be closer to him.
She was known in the local Latino community as a quiet and
devout Catholic woman—a reputation that became important in
her trial.
Her roommate at the time, Fred Medrano, was involved in the
narcotics trade, and in a drug deal gone wrong, a group of men
turned on him in their apartment one night. After beating up
Medrano, two men, Louie Castillo and Miguel Jimenez, took
Garcia into the alley and raped her.
A few minutes later, the two men called from a few blocks away,
taunting and threatening her and Medrano over the phone. Garcia loaded a .22-caliber rifle and headed out. She and Medrano
found the men nearby, a new fight ensued, and when Jimenez
drew a knife and threatened her, Inez fired, killing him.
Garcia was arrested, and was convicted of murder after her
attorney attempted to defend her response as hysterical and
uncontrolled. Medrano, meanwhile, got a reduced charge of
manslaughter and received probation.
People Magazine described Garcia as fierce and angry on the
witness stand, telling reporters: “I don’t want their [the jurors’]
sympathy…If I win, I win because of what is right.”
She was convicted, and spent two years in the Soledad State
Penitentiary before she won an appeal. Meanwhile, feminist
activists rallied around her cause, defending her right to self-defense. Demonstrators stormed the courtroom in both trials, and
women as far away as London committed civil disobedience in
solidarity with Garcia.
In the appeal, attorney Susan Jordan took a new tack, arguing
that Garcia, threatened with both rape and murder, acted in
self-defense against a violation.
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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Jordan talked about the case with the Rag Blog in 2009: “Women who defended themselves or reacted against violence, were
locked away for life. No one understood that sometimes it was
the only way out.”
Garcia’s defense committee wrote: “Her case is an example to
everyone, for until men stop attacking women, women must be
free to defend themselves by whatever means necessary.”
Garcia was acquitted by a jury in 1974, marking the first known
successful use of a self-defense argument for a woman fighting
back after being raped.
Garcia’s self-defense argument represented a desperate plea
to the criminal legal system to protect, rather than persecute,
women who are targeted by rape. However, the U.S. justice
system has persisted in its failures to protect such women;
instead, it has appropriated their language and activism. Today,
many efforts at rape prevention depend wholly on criminal legal
solutions which actually, support the criminalization and scapegoating of poor people, people of color, queer people, and particularly Black people. “Self-defense” and “stand your ground”
arguments are also used today in defense of racist murders.
Inez Garcia’s case raises questions: What is a just response to
rape or the threat of murder? Is murder ever just? How can we
seek justice for survivors of violence presented with extremely
narrow choices? How can we stem cycles of violence, attack
them at their root? What solutions can we envision that might
thrive outside of the racist criminal legal system?
There is never a single, clear path to justice, and Garcia’s passionate self-advocacy helped lay the groundwork for activists
and others to forge multiple paths.
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In Defense of Inez Garcia
By Susan Grathwohl
On October 27, 1974, Inez Garcia was sentenced to life imprisonment for
killing the man who helped rape her.
You don’t go back to your place
for three days— the sperm
stains on the velvet sofa
soak in; black smudges around
the light switches stick
to grease and sweat, incomplete
whorls, no fingerprints.
You flip through pictures
at the precinct.
You look for someone who followed you
from the subway station so
quietly you thought it was
your imagination
and decided it was stupid
to get so uptight
about someone following you.
You feel
pressure against your ribs
on the left side, a voice saying it has a gun.
You are told, at gunpoint,
to put it inside you.
The next night you wonder
if the gun was real.
You remember your astrologist saying,
“Geminis survive.”
He needs your key to get out.
You refuse to walk him to the door.
You would have preferred
a mad rapist yelling “honky bitch”
to this calm, collected man
who says he’s from Bed-Stuy
and apologizes

for having done this to you.
He takes your TV and a suitcase
of summer clothes.
When the door clicks,
you call your boyfriend on the phone.
Precinct cops spread black dust
they tell you how to clean.
The detective from the Sex Crimes Unit
takes the description.
A month later he calls you at midnight
on Saturday night saying a lab report
confirms sperm stains on your underpants.
A few days later, you ask him
not to call you at home anymore.
A sergeant leaves his name for you at work.
He wants to talk about the case
for a course he’s taking.
The detective says you can
file a complaint with the
Review Board about the sergeant.
At the end of the month,
they drop the case.
You think you see the rapist on the subway.
Day after day, down at the station,
you wait in the dark mezzanine.

Artist: Jawan Burge
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Rosa Lee Ingram
By Mariame Kaba

Artist: Billy Dee
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In 1954, 90 year old Mary Church Terrell, a lifelong activist,
declared: “I’m going back to Georgia.” Terrell, chairwoman of
the Women’s Committee for Equal Justice, was announcing a
“Mother’s Day crusade” that she and other women would lead
to once again advocate for the release of Rosa Lee Ingram and
her two sons. By this time, all three had already spent the better
part of six years in prison.
In 1948, Rosa Lee Ingram, a widowed mother of 12 children,
was convicted and sentenced to death along with her two sons,
Wallace & Sammie Lee, for killing a white man in self-defense.
Ingram, a sharecropper, lived on the same property as 64 year
old John Stratford, also a sharecropper. She had endured years
of harassment by him. On November 4 1947, an argument that
allegedly began because Stratford was angry that some hogs
had crossed into his property quickly escalated when he tried
to force Rosa Lee into a shed to have sex with him. She fought
back. Ingram’s 16 year old son Wallace heard the commotion
and ran to help his mother. He warned Stratford to “stop beating mama” and when he did not, Wallace picked up a gun and
slammed it on his head. He and his mother left Stratford lying
on the ground unaware that he was dead.
After Rosa Lee, Wallace, and another son named Sammie Lee
were convicted of first degree murder on January 26 1948 in a
one day trial, they were sentenced to die in the electric chair
on February 27. There was immediate outrage at the conviction
and death sentence. Family members of the Ingrams, including
Rosa Lee’s mother Mrs. Amy Hunt, asked religious and other organizations for funds to support an appeal. The NAACP and the
Georgia Defense Committee pledged their support and contributed money. Supporters across the country organized protests.
The widespread public pressure worked: in March 1948, Judge
W.M Harper set aside the death penalty and commuted the
family’s sentences to life in prison. Wallace was 16 years old and
his brother Sammie Lee was only 14.
While the NAACP actively raised money and provided legal support during the case, Black women actually drove the campaign
to free Rosa Lee Ingram and her sons from prison. In 1949, a
group of Black women formed the National Committee for the
Defense of the Ingram Family. In addition to Mary Church Terrell
who served as its national chair, the group included luminaries
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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like Maude White Katz, Eslanda Robeson, Shirley Graham DuBois, and Charlotta Bass.
The committee organized an action in spring 1949, sending
10,000 Mother’s Day cards and a petition with 25,000 signatures
to President Truman insisting that Mrs. Ingram be freed.
The Ingram Defense Committee also reached out for international support in its campaign. In September 1949, members
asked W.E.B. DuBois to write a petition to the UN Commission
on Human Rights asking that it debate her case.
For years afterwards, contingents of women continued to organize diligently insisting that the Ingrams be paroled and freed
from prison. They organized “Mother’s Day crusades” which
included visits to local politicians asking them to intervene in
securing the release of the Ingrams. Georgia finally released
Rosa Lee Ingram and her sons on August 26 1959 after 12 years
of incarceration. This would not have happened if not for the
consistent agitation and organizing on their behalf by thousands
of people across the world, and particularly Black women. It was
that organizing that saved their lives.
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I AM SOMEBODY!
By Joann Little
I may be down today
But I am somebody!
I may be considered the lowest
on earth; but I am somebody!
I came up in low rent housing,
sometimes lived in the slums;
But I am still somebody!
I read an article where a black youth
was jailed, he stole some food, but got
15-20 years – he was somebody!
I killed a white in ‘self-defense’
but the jury doesn’t care – and when
he came for me to prepare trial –
he said she deserves the chair –
Every time
Every hurt and pain I feel inside,
Everytime I pick up the morning news
only to see my name on the front page –
I begin to wonder; they make me feel
less than somebody.
But in the end I will have freedom
and peace of mind. I will do anything
to help prove my innocence. Because
of one important fact above all…
‘I am somebody!’
Source: Save Joann Little (Women’s Press Collective, 1975)

Joan Little
By Emily Thuma

Artist: Micah Bazant
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On August 27, 1974 in Beaufort County, North Carolina, a
twenty-year-old Black woman prisoner named Joan Little defended herself from sexual violence at the hands of a white male
guard. Little gained control of an ice pick the guard had used to
threatened her while she was in her cell, and she used the tool
as a weapon to wound him. She then fled the jail. The guard did
not survive his stab wounds and Little quickly became the target
of a statewide search. One week later, Little surrendered and
declared to state authorities and the press that she had acted in
self-defense. An all-white grand jury charged her with first-degree murder, which carried the possibility of the death penalty,
and she was sent to the women’s prison in Raleigh to await trial.
In the following year, a broad base of individuals and organizations from around the country participated in the mass mobilization that became known as the “Free Joan Little Movement.” From Oakland to Detroit to Atlanta, people formed
local committees that helped the North Carolina-based Joan
Little Defense Fund raise money to pay for Little’s bond (set at
$115,000) and legal fees. Many widely known racial and economic justice and feminist organizations threw their support
behind Little as well, including the Southern Poverty Law Center, Black Panther Party, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Women’s International League of Peace and Freedom,
and the National Organization for Women. The renowned a
cappella group Sweet Honey and the Rock released a song entitled, “Joanne Little: She’s My Sister.” While out on bail before
her trial, Little traveled the country and spoke to numerous
audiences about her case as well as unjust prison conditions
more generally.
With the help of the Center for Constitutional Rights and others,
the legal defense team produced documentation that persuaded the court that Little could not receive a fair trial in Beaufort
County and it won a venue change to Raleigh. The five-week trial
began in July. During the trial, the defense called several Black
women to the stand to testify about their own experiences of
sexual harassment by white male staff at the Beaufort County jail,
demonstrating a chronic pattern of abuse. The jury, made up of
both Black and white jurors, deliberated for only seventy-eight
minutes before acquitting Little.
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While State v. Joan Little is noted for being the first time a
woman was acquitted of murder on the grounds of self-defense
against sexual violence, its wider impact and legacy was its
powerful reflection of the interconnections of racism, sexism,
and economic inequality. As scholar, activist, and former political
prisoner Angela Y. Davis wrote in Ms. magazine in June 1975,
“Those of us—women and men—who are Black or people of
color must understand the connection between racism and sexism that is so strikingly manifested in her case. Those of us who
are White and women must grasp the issue of male supremacy
in relationship to the racism and class bias which complicate and
exacerbate it.”1

1. Angela Y. Davis, “JoAnne Little: The Dialectics of Rape.” Ms.
Magazine, June 1975.
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Ballad of Joan Little
By Kendall Hale and David Green
1.
One night in a prison cell
A black woman used an ice pick to kill
A jailer who tried to rape her
Tried to rape her.
Joan Little met her fate.
She was charged by the racist state
With murder, the first degree murder of Clarence
Alligood.
CHORUS 1
No one has the right
To rape and terrorize
Black women, any women, black women, (repeat)
2.
The prosecutor tried hard to put white male
prison guards
Above the law, outside the law
Above the law.
A former member of the Klan, he works with
Police and businessman
maintaining order, and power
The ruler’s law.
CHORUS 2
Joan, by defending her dignity
Helps us put an end to white and
male supremacy, (repeat)
3.
They hid from the grand jury
That she fought violently before she
struck him down, struck him down
Struck him down.
Not just courtroom legality, it was the
Power of the people that freed
Joan Little, Joan Little
Joan Little.
© 1975 by Kendall Hale and David Green.

Cece McDonald
By William C. Anderson

Artist: Micah Bazant
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Chrishaun “CeCe” McDonald is a trans woman whose bravery
in the face of injustice has changed lives and perceptions in
the United States. On the night of June 5, 2011, CeCe was
out with friends when she was attacked. Three people began harassing her and her friends outside a bar by deriding
them with racist and transphobic slurs, before attacking them
physically.
CeCe fought for her life; when the dust settled one of her
attackers lay dead. CeCe survived the attack, but was arrested
by the police. After receiving 11 stitches to her cheek, she was
interrogated without counsel and placed in solitary confinement.
CeCe was charged with second-degree murder for defending
herself. Rather than face trial by a jury that would not likely sympathize with her, she accepted a plea deal to the lesser charge
of second-degree manslaughter.
Although she’s a woman, CeCe was sentenced to 41 months in
a men’s prison facility. Despite this blatant act of degradation
and inhumanity, CeCe insisted that her supporters not fight for a
transfer to a women’s institution. She was released after serving
19 months in prison and explained why she gave this instruction
to her supporters: “Prisons aren’t safe for anyone, and that’s the
key issue.” In a February 19 2014 interview on Democracy Now,
CeCe elaborated on her rationale for declining to fight to be
placed in a women’s prison:
“Yeah, and my reasoning behind that was because after I did
some educating myself on the prison-industrial complex and
the history behind African Americans in incarceration, I felt like
sending me to any prison wouldn’t solve my issue. Men’s prisons, women’s prisons, they’re prisons, and they’re not good.”
CeCe’s survival is an inspiration for people around the world.
Her case highlights the discrimination, bigotry, and violence
hurled against trans people every day in our country—coupled
with racism.
Now that CeCe is free, she has been speaking out, telling
her story and continuing to fight for her community. She is an
exemplary model of perseverance and survival in the face of
oppression. As CeCe reminds us, “We need to celebrate our
lives. We need to celebrate being human.”
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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NJ4
Artist: Lex Non Scripta

By Lewis Wallace
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Four Black lesbians, known as the New Jersey 4, or NJ4, were
targeted with a homophobic attack in New York City and then
charged with crimes for fighting back. While the mainstream
media largely ignored their case, activists across the country
have rallied around their case as part of a movement against the
criminalization of queerness and Blackness.
In 2006, a group of seven young Black lesbians, friends from
New Jersey, went to New York City for a night out. While
walking through the West Village, they were harassed, spit on
and attacked by a man named Dwayne Buckle. Buckle yelled
homophobic slurs and followed the women, and when they
fought back, someone called police. All seven were arrested for
2nd Degree Gang Assault. Three of them took guilty pleas, but
the other four, Venice Brown (age 19), Terrain Dandridge (20),
Patreese Johnson (20) and Renata Hill (24) were convicted; their
sentences ranged from 3.5 to 11 years in June 2007. Their case
was tried by an all-white, all-female jury.
Every one of the seven women from Newark, NJ had known
Sakia Gunn, a Black butch lesbian who was murdered by a homophobic attacker in 2003 in Newark.
“You can’t help but wonder that if Sakia Gunn had a weapon,
would she be in jail right now?” said Bran Fenner of FIERCE, a
New York City organization led by queer youth of color, speaking to Workers World. FIERCE stepped up a campaign to support the women that continued until the last of them, Patreese
Johnson, was released from prison in 2013.
“The mere fact that any victim of a bigoted attack would be
arrested, jailed and then convicted for self-defense is an outrage,” wrote activist Imani Henry in Workers World in 2007. “But
the length of prison time given further demonstrates the highly
political nature of this case and just how racist, misogynistic,
anti-gay, anti-youth and anti-worker the so-called U.S. justice
system truly is.”
Henry and FIERCE also pointed out the context: “Why were
these young women used as an example? At stake are the billions of dollars in tourism and real estate development involved
in the continued gentrification of the West Village,” said Henry.
FIERCE had been involved in a many-years-long struggle against
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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gentrification in the part of New York where the Stonewall
Rebellion took place in 1969, which had become a refuge for
homeless queer youth and youth of color. Since the 1990s, the
West Village has been “revitalized” at the expense of LGBTQ
youth, who have been priced out and actively targeted by police
and wealthy residents.
Support and fundraising for the NJ4 came from as far away as
California and Chicago, but it did not create the necessary widespread outrage about criminalizing these women’s acts of self-defense. The criminal convictions and time spent in prison away
from their families will be with Venice Brown, Terrain Dandridge,
Patreese Johnson and Renata Hill for the rest of their lives.
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Rape
by Jayne Cortez
What was Inez Garcia supposed to do for the man who declared war on her body
the man who carved a combat zone between her breasts
Was she supposed to lick crabs from his hairy ass
kiss every pimple on his butt
blow hot breath on his big toe
draw back the corners of her vagina and
he haw like a California burro
This being war time for Inez
she stood facing the knife
the insults and
her own smell drying on the penis of
the man who raped her
She stood with a rifle in her hand
doing what a defense department will do in times of war
and when the man started grunting and panting and
wobbling forward like a giant hog
She pumped lead into his three hundred pounds of shaking flesh
Sent it flying to the Virgin of Guadelupe
then celebrated day of the dead rapist punk
and just what the fuck else was she supposed to do?
And what was Joanne Little supposed to do for the man who declared war on her life
Was she supposed to tongue his encrusted
toilet stool lips
suck the numbers off of his tin badge
choke on his clap trap balls
squeeze on his nub of rotten maggots and
sing “god bless america thank you for fucking my life away?”
This being wartime for Joanne
she did what a defense department will do in times of war
and when the piss drinking shit sniffing guard said
“I’m gonna make you wish you were dead black bitch
come here”
Joanne came down with an ice pick in
the swat freak motherfucker’s chest
yes in the fat neck of that racist policeman
Joanne did the dance of the ice picks and once again
from coast to coast
house to house
we celebrated day of the dead rapist punk
and just what the fuck else were we supposed to do

Cassandra Peten
By Mariame Kaba

Artist: Molly Crabapple
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In April 1978, Cassandra Peten, a young mother and shipyard
worker in San Francisco, left her abusive husband after nearly
three years of marriage. During that time, she had been emotionally and physically assaulted. Peten had escaped her husband
twice before; she left the third time, after he threatened to kill her.
She left her young son in her mother’s care and fled the state in
search of employment. Peten had been working up to 70 hours
a week while also studying to become a court reporter before
being forced to flee.
On May 2nd, she returned to San Francisco to sign a $1500
income tax refund check, agreeing to split the money with her
husband. At the bank, her husband only gave her $95 instead
of the $750 that she was expecting. They argued, her husband
raised his fist intending to hit her and she shot him, slightly
wounding him in the leg.
Peten was charged with assault with intent to commit murder,
assault with intent to do great bodily harm and illegal use of
a firearm. A Cassandra Peten Defense Committee was established to support her and it estimated legal costs “of as much
as $10,000.” Demonstrations and fundraisers were organized in
Peten’s support, led by organizations like the National Association of Black Feminists (NABF). One of the slogans was “Clear
Cassandra Peten! Defend The Right of Women to Protect Themselves from Physical Abuse.” A flyer advertising a benefit dinner
for Peten explained her plight:
“Cassandra Peten, trying to make her marriage work, took her
husband’s mental and physical abuse. Then, in just one incident,
human instinct made her stand up for herself. Cassandra is now
charged with attempted murder and a number of other charges,
all in connection with that one incident, in which she shot and
injured her husband. For her normal human response to an
intolerable situation, Cassandra is now facing seven to ten years
in prison.”
In 1979, she was convicted of assault with a deadly weapon.
The judge suggested that Peten was a danger to herself and
the community. He revoked her bail, and sent her to the California Institute for Women for a 60 to 90 day ‘observation’ period
pending sentencing. She faced up to 10 years in prison.
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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Surprisingly, after her ‘observation’ period, the judge sentenced
Peten to the time that she had served and released her on
parole. This was considered a major victory for Cassandra, her
Defense Committee, and battered women.
An entry in the radical feminist publication “No More Cages”
put it this way:
“Cassandra’s victory should be celebrated. But the other thousands of women who are victimized by their husbands must not
be forgotten. Total victory will come only when no woman has to
live in fear of physical and emotional brutality.”
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These Are My Thoughts In Prison
By Juanita Thomas
The real prison is loneliness
that sinks its teeth
into the soul of a woman
and emptiness,
that leaves a sick feeling inside,
it is anxiety
that rushes and swells,
it is uncertainty
that smothers and stifles
the real prison is memory, that comes
in the night.
it’s cry like a scream of a trumpet.
it is frustration, futility, despair and
indifference
one who has a why to live can bear almost
anything
holding to the belief that when one door
closes another one opens.
Source: Fight Back! Feminist Resistance to Male Violence (1981)

Bernadette Powell
By Mariame Kaba

Artist: Billy Dee
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Bernadette Powell fell in love with and married Herman Smith.
For six years, he terrorized and assaulted her. Smith tied her up,
threw her down stairs, and burned her with cigarettes.
On July 9, 1978, Bernadette Powell shot and killed her estranged husband. She was 27 years old.
Powell claimed that she accidentally shot her ex-husband when
she tried to retrieve a gun from the waist of his pants as he slept
and it went off.
Powell’s defense team argued that she acted in self-defense
after being kidnapped by her ex-husband at gunpoint and
brought to a motel. Her attorneys argued that Smith forced
Powell and her seven year old son to accompany him in a car by
threatening to kill her if she refused.
Powell was convicted of second degree murder by an all-white
jury for the death of her husband. She received a sentence of 15
years to life.
The district attorney who prosecuted Powell’s case, Joseph
Joch, was divorced by his wife one month before her trial. Marie
DeJong- Joch charged her husband with cruel and inhumane
treatment including physical abuse. During the trial, Joch was
accused by Powell’s attorneys & many spectators of asking
questions implying that she was masochistic and enjoyed her
husband’s violence.
Based on these and other facts, Bernadette Powell’s attorneys
asked for a retrial. Their appeal was supported by several organizations that believed she didn’t receive a fair trial, including
the Center for Constitutional Rights, National Council of Negro
Women, National Lawyers Guild, the National Organization for
Women of NY State, and more.
She was denied a new trial. In dismissing the appeal, Judge Bruce
G. Dean, “said that at most, the use of the ‘alleged female myth’
that women enjoy beatings was a ‘harmless error’ (off our backs,
5/80).” He also found that “The district attorney’s personal life did
not affect his performance as an officer of the court.”
A letter published by the Bernadette Powell Defense Fund, Inc.
reflected the opinion of many of her supporters:

“All women have the right to defend themselves against physical abuse and this is exactly what Bernadette succeeded in
doing. There is the potential in this case to expose the myths
about battered women that are believed by prosecutors, the
entire justice system and the society at large.”

Artist: Melanie Cervantes
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For My People’s Sake
ByYvonneWanrow (September 1975)
Send me a dream
filled with wisdom
for my people’s sake;
Let me sip from the gourd of courage
to face the challenges
for my people’s sake;
Let me find youth in spirit
to gather roots
for my people’s sake;
Let me witness the birth
of freedom
for my people’s sake;
And for my sake,
let me live
and grow
and learn
alone in peace
yet together
with my family,
my way.

Juanita Thomas
By Sam Hsieh

Artist: Caitlin Seidler
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On July 28, 1979, Juanita Thomas killed Willie Hammond as she
escaped his physical and sexual attacks. “All I wanted to do was
get out of the house, not kill him. I got to the bedroom door.
Somehow he was still holding me; I remember hitting him again.
I ran down the stairs and out of the door. It was storming bad. I
was thinking he was still after me. I ran someplace, knocked on
some door then I fell…only had on panties and bra.” (Lyon 2021). After an inadequate and biased trial, Thomas was convicted
of first-degree murder and sentenced to life in prison without
parole. She spent 18.5 years in prison until she was released
from Michigan’s Coldwater prison after working with law professor Andrea Lyon and her students.
The night that Thomas escaped Hammond, Lansing Police
officers found Hammond’s body and blood trails in Juanita’s
bedroom, and Juanita outside on the grass in only her bra and
underwear, speaking incoherently and repeating that she “didn’t
mean to do it, but had to” (Lyon 22). Prior to that night, Juanita
Thomas had endured several years of abuse, including beating,
verbal abuse, physical and verbal threats against her life, threats
of sexual violence against her children, and economic coercion.
The night of July 28, 1979, Juanita and Hammond had come
back from a party. On her bed, Juanita refused to perform oral
sex on Hammond. According to Thomas, “He said you will do
it. He hit me and was bringing his cock up near my mouth. I was
laying on my back. He reached on the dresser which was near
the bed. There was a letter opener on it. He got it and I reached
under the bed, got the butcher knife out and just started to hit
him again and again” (20).
As Ms. Thomas recognized, “I don’t think no one in the system
cared what happen to me being (abused). It was Black on Black
and we wasn’t married…I did not get a fair trial…I had an allwhite jury. That’s not a jury of my peers. I never had a chance”
(Lyon 28, 29). Additionally, in the trial process, the prosecution
had destroyed evidence: the day of jury selection, the lead
detective had ordered the destruction of the bloody screen
above Juanita’s bed, evidence that would have corroborated
Juanita’s self-defense story. After re-investigating Ms. Thomas’s
case, Lyon and her team filed a state post-conviction petition.
After negotiations, the prosecution agreed to let the judge
grant the defense’s petition and “a new trial in return for a plea
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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to second-degree murder and a sentence of thirty to fifty years,
with credit for all of the time [Ms. Thomas] had already served”
(48), which meant that Juanita would be eligible for parole. On
October 17, 1998, Juanita Thomas stepped out of prison—a
Saturday, the “Sweetest day” (50).
Works Cited
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HIWAY BLUES (for Dessie Woods)
By —kalamu ya salaam
Ain’t it enough
he think he own
these hot blacktop hiways,
them east eighty acres,
that red Chevy pick up
with the dumb bumper stickers
and big wide heavy rubber tires,
two sho nuff ugly brown bloodhounds
and a big tan&white german shepherd
who evil and got yellow teeth?
Ain’t it enough
he got a couple a kids to beat on,
a wife who was a high school cheerleader,
a brother who’s a doctor,
a cousin with a hardware store,
a divorced sister with dyed hair,
a collection of Hustler magazines
dating back to the beginning,
partial sight in his left eye,
gray hairs growing out his ear,
a sun scorched leathery neck that’s cracking,
a rolling limp in his bow legged walk,
and a couple of cases of beer in the closet?
Ain’t it enough
he got all that
without having to mess
with me?
Yeah, I shot the
motherfucker!

Yvonne Wanrow
By Andy Smith

Artist: Ariel Springfield
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Yvonne Wanrow, a Colville Indian woman, was convicted of
second degree murder and second degree assault in 1973 for
killing a man who attempted to sexually assault her son.
Wanrow’s son was playing with the daughter of her babysitter
Shirley Hooper when William Wesler, a white man, lured them
into his house, locked the door and attempted to molest them.
Wesler had allegedly previously assaulted Hooper’s daughter.
Hooper called the police, but the police said they could not arrest
him until the following Monday when they filed a formal complaint. The police advised Hooper that she should “conk Wesler
on the head” if he attempted to break into her residence.
In response, Wanrow, Wanrow’s children, Wanrow’s sister and brother-in-law, and their children brought a gun with them and stayed
with Hooper’s family for protection. Unbeknownst to Wanrow and
Hooper, her brother-in-law went to Wesler’s home and told him to
come over to settle their differences. When Hooper saw Wesler
attempting to enter the premises, Hooper yelled at Wesler to leave.
Wanrow’s nephew woke up and Wesler remarked that he was a cute
boy and accosted him. In response, Wanrow shot and killed Wesler.
Wanrow’s public defenders refused to support a legal defense, so
she pled guilty. When she got a new lawyer, she changed her plea.
One of the reasons offered by the prosecution as to why Wanrow
should be convicted was that she was not sufficiently hysterical when
she called the police. They said that her voice on the police tape
was too calm for a woman who had shot someone in self-defense.
After she was convicted, the Washington State Supreme Court
reversed the conviction and ordered a retrial based on a number of grounds. One was that the tape of the phone calls to the
police to report the shooting was improperly used in the trial.
After the case was remanded, the prosecution offered a plea
bargain: if Wanrow pled guilty to manslaughter and second-degree assault, she could avoid prison. She would receive a five
year suspended sentence. She accepted this bargain in order to
end her seven year litigation ordeal. Many feminist and Native
organizations actively organized for Wanrow’s freedom.
Since then, Wanrow has been very active in the movement for
Indigenous sovereignty. She also organized for the release of
another Native woman who was incarcerated after defending
herself from a police attack, Norma Jean Crow.
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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Dessie Woods
By Victoria Law

Artist: Rachel Galindo
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On June 16, 1975, Dessie X. Woods and Cheryl Todd, two Black
women, were hitchhiking in Georgia. They were picked up by
Ronnie Horne, a white salesman. When Horne attempted to rape
them, Woods killed Horne with his own gun. The pair then took
the money from his wallet and fled. They were later arrested.
During the trial, the judge ordered a “gag rule” which prevented the defendants or the lawyers from speaking to the press.
He also prohibited demonstrations and literature distribution
near the courthouse. On the opening day of the trial, however,
defense attorneys challenged the gag rule, forcing O’Connor to
amend his order to allow demonstrators outside the courthouse.
Over 50 people picketed, including many from the local Black
community.
Woods was convicted of voluntary manslaughter in 1976 and,
because she and Todd had taken Horne’s wallet, armed robbery.
She was sentenced to twenty-two years. Todd was convicted
of being an accomplice in the theft and received a five-year
sentence.
Framing the case as an issue of colonial violence, Black nationalist women formed the National Committee to Defend Dessie
Woods (NCDDW) and the Dessie Woods Defense Committee.
Many African-American activist and nationalist women saw
themselves in Dessie Woods.
Radical women’s publications such as off our backs and Aegis:
Magazine on Organizing to Stop Violence Against Women
monitored Woods’ case and urged readers to join her support
movement. Woods remained a cause celebre while imprisoned.
In 1978, Sweet Honey in the Rock, a women’s a cappella group,
held a concert to both remind the public about and raise funds
for Woods’ campaign. Damesha Blackearth, chairwoman of the
NCDDW, toured Europe, speaking about Woods’ case and the
systematic human rights violations of Black people in the United
States. Blackearth’s tour garnered increased international attention: every July 4 until her release, protests demanding Woods’s
freedom were held throughout the United States and Europe
with “thousands of people marching, holding aloft drawings of
Dessie.”
Despite continued public pressure, Woods was denied parole
several times, transferred to the Georgia State Mental Hospital
noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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and was at least once physically assaulted by the prison’s warden. But, prolonged public support eventually won her freedom:
after a lawyer from the People’s Law Center filed a writ of habeas corpus challenging the use of circumstantial evidence and the
use of a special prosecutor (hired by the dead man’s family), the
U.S. Court of Appeals determined there had been insufficient
evidence to convict and imprison her. Woods was released in
July 1981.
After her release, she moved to Oakland where, as Rashida Muhammad Mustafa, she became a beloved community figure and
leader. She died at age 61 in 2006.
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Conclusion
Most of the women who are featured in this publication benefitted from prisoner defense committees and social movements
that emerged to support them by raising money and awareness.
These were integral in helping some of the women to eventually
win their freedom. Angela Davis became involved in the “Free
Joan Little Movement” after she was acquitted in her own trial.
In 2010, she was interviewed by Swedish filmmaker Goran Hugo
Olsson about her role in supporting Little. Below is an excerpt
from that interview which highlights the value of mobilizing in
support of prisoners.
“Now, in North Carolina, there was a young woman by the name
of Joan Little who had been charged with the killing of a jail
guard. And we [National Alliance against Racist and Political Repression] took her case. It was also for me a way to think about
the intersections of racism and sexism and state violence. And
so we argued that Joan Little was being punished because she
defended herself against rape. And as we know now, rape and
sexual abuse abound in prisons, especially in women’s prisons.
So here was a situation where a prison guard had forced her
to submit to rape, and when she – after he had completed the
sexual assault – grabbed the ice pick and stabbed him, she was
the one charged with murder.
We did an enormous campaign around her case and as a result
of the involvement of many different people, people who were
involved in the Black movement, people involved in the movement for the freedom of political prisoners, feminists who were
beginning to take up the question of rape got involved and the
outcome of the trial was very positive. One, she was actually
found not guilty, and it was a precedent-setting campaign, I
think.
OLSSON: Do you think that Joan Little being freed of the
charges was the fruit of all the labors and sacrifices you and
others had made for ten years before that?

noselves2defend.tumblr.com
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DAVIS: Well, I think it was definitely related to that movement.
And, you know, we were able to call upon people. The Black
people were involved, as I said before. The feminist movement
that was just beginning to develop became a source of support.
I wrote an article that appeared in Gloria Steinem’s magazine,
Ms., and quite a few people responded to that. So it was a very
powerful moment.
It was important not only because it resulted in the acquittal
of Joan Little but also because it demonstrated what we could
do if we could only come together. If we could recognize that
somehow differences did not mean we could not work together.
And that working on different issues didn’t mean we couldn’t
discover the connections and the intersections in the way in
which they were crosshatched, you know, overlaying, so it was a
powerful moment. It was an absolutely incredible campaign.
I went to visit her in jail, and I did work with her lawyer Jerry
Paul, and I helped to prepare the defense. I was, at that time,
doing work; I had published an article, when I was in jail, on
the role of Black women in the community of slaves. And I had
made some arguments about the political role of sexual assault
under the condition of slavery. And so some of these arguments
I refashioned and recrafted, so that they could be used in the
defense. So I had an opportunity to talk to Joan about these
things and to work very closely with her and her lawyer during
the course of the trial.
I appreciated the fact that Joan Little was someone who,
although she had not been political before, did not resist the
development of a political movement around her case. And of
course, you know, when you decide to defend particular individuals, you can’t determine who those individuals are or what they
are going to turn out to be. There were some problems afterward. And Joan Little was never a person who became intensely
political, but I think she recognized how important it was not
only for her own future but for the women’s movement and the
Black movement to organize around her case.”
Source: The Black Power Mixtape 1967–1975 by Goran Hugo
Olsson (Haymarket Books, 2013). Pp. 190–191
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Artist: Billy Dee
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This publication was conceived and edited by Mariame Kaba of
Project NIA (www.project-nia.org) and the Chicago Alliance to
Free Marissa Alexander (http://chicagofreemarissa.wordpress.
com/).
No Selves to Defend was designed by Caitlin Seidler.
The following people contributed art and writing to the project:
William C. Anderson, Micah Bazant, Alisa Bierria, Molly Crabapple, Billy Dee, Bianca Diaz, Rachel Domain-White, Rachel
Galindo, Sam Hsieh, Victoria Law, Lex Non Scripta, Caitlin Seidler, Andy Smith, Mychal Denzel Smith, Ariel Springfield, Emily
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Traci Schlesinger and Olivia St. Clair lent critical eyes to the near
final draft.
A limited edition of this booklet is being printed.
Proceeds from the publication will go to Marissa Alexander’s
Legal Defense Fund. For more information about Marissa Alexander, visit Free Marissa NOW: (http://www.freemarissanow.org/)
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